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Scalability is an important issue in the design of Networked Virtual
Environments (NVEs). In order to achieve scalability, it is essential
to minimise the network traffi'c required to maintain overall
consistency in the NVE. A popular method of achieving this is via
entity behaviour prediction mechanisms, such as dead reckoning
and the Hybrid Strategy Model (HSM). Typically, the performance
of such mechanisms is rated by the number of network packets they
generate. However, it is also important that their impact on overall
consistency is investigated. Absolute consistency is the degree to
which different views of a NVE on remote hosts correspond. In
previous work, it was shown that the use of a spatial threshold with
dead reckoning can result in unbounded local absolute consistency.
A solution that employed a time-space error threshold measure was
shown to remedy this issue. In this paper, the scope of the time-
space measure is extended to include the HSM. It is shown how the
HSM can also result in unbounded local absolute inconsistency. A
solution that once again incorporates the time-space threshold is
examined. However, this approach results in a significant increase
in network traffic. To resolve this, a novel extension to the HSM
algorithm is presented, which is demonstrated to reduce network
traffic, whilst still maintaining a low level of local absolute
inconsistency.
Keywords - Networked Virtual Environments, Inconsistency, Time-Space
Threshold, Dead Reckoning, Hybrid Strategy Model
I INTRODUCTION
Scalability is the ability of a Networked Virtual
Environment (NVE) to deal with additional data
[1,2]. This data may result from an increase in the
number of participants, from an increase in the
complexity of the tasks they are executing or from an
increase in the level of interaction among
participants in the virtual environment. One
approach to increase the scalability of the NVE is to
reduce the amount of network traffic transmitted
during execution of the environment. A popular
method for achieving this is entity prediction [3,4].
Entity prediction mechanisms operate by
employing both a high and low fidelity model of
entity behaviour at the home node of each entity. The
home node continually compares the high fidelity
model of the entity (its actual behaviour) with a low
fidelity model of the same entity (which is also used
at remote hosts as the predicted behaviour). The
home node transmits an update network packet when
a significant level of inconsistency between the high
and low fidelity model occurs. Examples of entity
prediction mechanisms are dead reckoning and the
Hybrid Strategy Model (HSM) approach [3,4].
Under the dead reckoning scheme, the low
fidelity model employs entity dynamics to predict
future behaviour in the short term. However, in
addition to entity dynamics, the HSM also employs a
priori information regarding entity behaviour in
relation to an objective or goal in the environment in
order to predict long-term user behaviour. Previous
work demonstrated that the HSM approach can
reduce network traffic in comparison to an approach
based on dead reckoning alone [4].
In order to fully evaluate the impact of
employing such mechanisms, it is necessary to
examine both the inconsistency resulting from their
use, as well as the reduction in network packets
generated. Consistency is the degree to which
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different views of a NVE on remote hosts correspond
[5].
Normally, both dead reckoning and the HSM use
spatial inconsistency measures to determine the
generation and transmission of network packets. In
previous work, it was demonstrated that using a
purely spatial inconsistency threshold for dead
reckoning can lead to unbounded absolute
inconsistency [6]. A time-space threshold metric to
replace the existing dead reckoning spatial error
threshold was subsequently proposed. This threshold
uses time-space inconsistency measures to determine
when an update is required, and it was shown to
result in bounded local absolute inconsistency but
unbounded spatial inconsistency [7]. By combining
both the spatial and the time-space metrics to form a
hybrid threshold criteria, both spatial and absolute
inconsistency were bounded.
In this paper, we investigate the use of the time-
space threshold metric in the context of the Hybrid
Strategy Model and perform a comparative analysis
between the HSM and dead reckoning approaches.
We identify a shortcoming in the HSM approach
when the time-space metric is employed. It is
experimentally demonstrated that a novel
enhancement to the HSM involving "strategy
shifting" results in the generation of fewer packets
compared to the use of dead reckoning, whilst still
placing a bound on absolute inconsistency.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 discuses the HSM and various measures of
the different aspects of inconsistency. Section 3
explores the use of the time-space measure with the
HSM, and exposes a weakness in the HSM approach
when the two are combined. A novel solution to this
problem is presented in Section 4, and subsequently
verified in Section 5. The paper ends with some
conclusions and suggestions for future work in
Section 6.
I RELATED WORK
For the convenience of the reader, we will now
discuss some related work, concerning the Hybrid
Strategy Model, and different measures of
inconsistency.
a) Hybrid Strategy Model
The Hybrid Strategy Model operates by combining a
short-term model, such as dead reckoning, and a
long-term predictive model, such as the strategy
model of user behaviour [4]. The strategy model is a
long-term approach that exploits the fact that, when
given a set goal in a static environment, users tend to
converge on a preferred trajectory or strategy to meet
the goal. The high fidelity model is analysed, and the
appropriate long-term strategy model is chosen based
on this behaviour. The low fidelity model then
follows the appropriate strategy model. As long as
the high fidelity model of user behaviour matches
that of the low fidelity model to within a certain
threshold, no network packets are transmitted.
Although this approach has been shown to
perform better than dead reckoning in terms of
network traffic, it is important that the performance
of all such mechanisms be measured from the
perspective of inconsistency.
b) Measures ofInconsistency
Several measures of the different factors of
inconsistency have been proposed by various
authors. Diot and Gautier use an inconsistency
metric known as "drift distance" to measure the
inconsistency of their MiMaze application [8]. Drift
distance is the spatial difference between the high
fidelity and low fidelity model position on the
remote host at each time step. This measurement
ignores the duration of the inconsistency. On the
other hand, Lui proposes a measure which is based
on time only [9]. Lui proposes that inconsistency is
the difference between the start times of rendering of
the same changes to the virtual environment at
different nodes. This is known as "phase difference".
Another interesting factor of consistency is that of
semantic inconsistency [10]. According to Correa et
al., semantic consistency pertains to the meaning of
the data present in the virtual environment. The
authors measure semantic consistency in order to
reduce network traffic that needs to be
communicated amongst nodes with heterogeneous
resources.
Zhou et al. provide a method of measuring
absolute inconsistency, which combines temporal
and spatial inconsistency in a single measure [11].
The measure of absolute inconsistency, Q is given in
Equation 1 below:
a
0, if JA(t)f< £
Q= J'00+ A(t)ldt, if IA(t)l>. (1)
where
A is the difference between the position of a local
object and its remote replication;
A(t) is the above difference over a duration t;
to is the start time of the inconsistency and r is the
duration;
£ is the minimum perceivable distance.
In other words, inconsistency is measured as the
area under the curve given by spatial inconsistency
over time. Here, inconsistency has to be perceivable
by the end user. Zhou et al. use this metric to
evaluate the inconsistency arising from a Networked
Virtual Environment simulation before its execution.
In previous work we demonstrated, using Zhou's
metric, that local absolute inconsistency can be
unbounded when a spatial threshold is employed
with dead reckoning [6]. This occurred because the
high fidelity model could remain spatially
inconsistent for extended periods of time. The
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standard dead reckoning mechanism does have
provision for prolonged temporal inconsistency in
the form of a "heart beat" packet [3]. Under this
scheme, a network update is transmitted only if
another update is not generated within a specified
time frame. The DIS standard sets this time out
period to 5 seconds. Although this approach can
bound local absolute inconsistency to an extent it is
not an optimal solution, however, as the choosing of
a suitable best heartbeat time-out period can be
problematic [12].
To improve this, a new dead reckoning threshold
metric known as the "time-space threshold" was
proposed. This approach employs Zhou's measure in
determining when a dead reckoning update should be
transmitted. In essence, this metric incorporates both
the spatial and heartbeat mechanisms into a single
threshold value. It was shown that while the use of
this metric bounds local absolute inconsistency, it
could result in large spatial inconsistency. This
further issue was resolved by employing a metric
that evaluates both spatial and time-space thresholds
simultaneously.
The key benefit of employing the time-space
threshold is that network bandwidth can be managed
more efficiently. Overall network packet
requirements are reduced, but not to the detriment of
overall system consistency.
The scope of this time-space measure is extended
to the Hybrid Strategy Model in the next section. The
local time-space inconsistency arising from the use
of a spatial threshold with HSM is explored, and it is
investigated if the benefits outlined above apply to
the HSM.
III HSM AND ABSOLUTE
INCONSISTENCY
In order to analyse the local inconsistency arising
from the use of a spatial threshold with the Hybrid
Strategy Model mechanism, a series of simulations
were conducted in a test platform. This test platform
was implemented using the Torque game engine
[13].
Start Point 0
End Point EJ
Figure 1. Layout of the environment course.
Each simulation consisted of a "bot", or computer
controlled entity, navigating a 3D environment,
while employing the Hybrid Strategy Model. A plan
view of the environment course is given in Figure 1.
To provide input data for the simulation,
positional data (x, y and z coordinates) from six
different participants of varying sex, age and virtual
environment experience was recorded while they
navigated the course featured in Figure 1. The goal
in the environment is to follow the environment
course from the start to end position. Each
participant was first given a practice attempt with the
environment in order to familiarise themselves with
the controls and the environment itself. The
behaviour of each participant was then recorded for
six separate attempts at the course. The bot could
then use the recorded positional data to navigate the
environment course.
During each simulation, the number of update
packets transmitted and the local absolute
inconsistency arising during each update period was
recorded. Local absolute inconsistency is measured
between the high fidelity model and the low fidelity
model located on the relevant strategy model. Figure
2 shows a typical entity trajectory, superimposed on
2 parallel strategy models, along with the position
where each update occurs. For clarity, only a
magnified section is presented here.
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Figure 2. A magnified section of a single user trial when a
spatial threshold is employed with HSM
In this case, the spatial error threshold is set to 10
Torque game units. As is standard with the HSM, the
distance between parallel models is greater than the
error threshold, so as to provide a slight hysteresis
effect, and prevent excessive switching between
models. In this simulation, this value was set to 16
Torque game units.
The advantages of the HSM are clear from Figure
2. As the high fidelity model follows the long term
strategy model closely, a minimal amount of updates
are generated. In fact, only 11 updates in total are
required. Twisting sections of the course can be
easily accommodated without the need for constant
updates. An update is only transmitted when the
entity moves between models, or when the high and
low fidelity model position differs by the error
threshold value. In the latter case, this is known as an
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"inline" update, or an update within the bounds of a
strategy model.
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Figure 3. Local Absolute inconsistency for the user trial shown
in Figure 2. The inconsistency relevant to Figure 2 is highlighted.
However, consider the local absolute
inconsist ncy arising during the execution of the
same simulat on, shown in Figure 3. Here, the local
absolute inconsistency arising dingng the whole
simulation is plotted against time. The inconsistency
for the section of the trial shown in Figure 2 is
highlighted.
It can be seen that local absolute inconsistency is
unstable, and potentially unbounded, in this example.
Although a similar issue arises when dead reckoning
is employed with a spatial threshold, the problem is
exacerbated with the HSM, as the time between
updates can be significantly longer. For example, in
Figure 2, the time between the second and third
update, and the third and fourth update is
approximately 10 seconds and 20 seconds.
respectively. The largest amount of local absolute
inconsistency arises in the highlighted section of
Figure 3 during these times.
a) Time-Space Threshold
As with dead reckoning, the problem of
unbounded local absolute inconsistency can be
remedied by incorporating the time-space measure as
an error threshold, i.e. we employ a combination of
the time-space and spatial thresholds.
To test this approach, the simulations were
repeated in the test platform using the combined
time-space/spatial threshold and the Hybrid Strategy
Model. Again, the local absolute inconsistency and
number of update packets were recorded for each
simulation run.
As would be expected, local absolute
inconsistency is then bounded to the error threshold
value, as shown in Figure 4. Here, the absolute
inconsistency arising from the simulation presented
in Figure 2 is shown when a combined time-
space/spatial threshold of 10 is employed.
10
8)
0
Time(s)
Figure 4. Local absolute inconsistency arising when combined
time-space/spatial threshold of 10 is employed.
However, the performance of the HSM from the
point of view of network packet update generation is
adversely affected. Each peak in Figure 4 represents
a point where an update is transmitted. It is evident
that the number of peaks has increased dramatically
in comparison to Figure 3. There is a clear trade off
between improved local absolute consistency, and
increasing the number of update packets. In order to
analyse the extent of this issue, the "'bot" simulations
were repeated using dead reckoning and the
combined time-space/spatial thresholds.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Dead Reckoning and the Hybnd
Strategy Model with combined time-space/spatial thresholds
Figure 5 shows the total number of simulated
packets generated dunrng both of the HSM and dead
reckoning simulations, for combined time-
space/spatial thresholds of 5, 10 and 15. In each case,
the error threshold of both dead reckoning and the
HSM is equivalent.Thl abs e between parallel
models was set to 1.6 times the error threshold value.
A total of 3 parallel models were employed in each
case.
These results demonstrate that dead reckoning
performs significantly better than the HSM overall
when the combined time-space/spatial threshold is
employed. For an effor threshold of 10, the HSM
transmits approximately 61% more packets than
dead reckoning. This contradicts previous work in
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this area, which demonstrated that the HSM requires
less update packets than dead reckoning.
Upon closer examination of the recorded data, it
was found that the time-space threshold was being
breached quickly while the high fidelity model
remained within in the bounds of the strategy model.
This caused a significant increase in the frequency of
"in-line" updates, as demonstrated in Figure 6. This
behaviour can be attributed to the manner in which
the low fidelity model is represented using the long
term strategy model.
High Fidelity Model The high fidelity model
Strategy Model/ may run close to the low
Low Fidelity Model fidelity model, causing thetime-space threshold to be
oIn-line update *---- _ )reached quickly
An immediate
inconsistency is
introduced when an
update is transmitted
Figure 6. Using the time-space threshold with the Hybrid
Strategy Model increases the generation of "in-line" updates
Firstly, when an update is generated, the low
fidelity model is set to the closest position on the
relevant long-term strategy model, introducing an
immediate spatial inconsistency. Such a problem
does not arise with dead reckoning, as the low
fidelity model is positioned at the location on the
high fidelity model where the update occurs.
Secondly, the high fidelity model and the long-
term strategy model may run close to each other.
Although the spatial error threshold is not exceeded,
a spatial inconsistency exists over an extended period
of time, resulting in the time-space threshold being
reached quickly.
To alleviate this problem, we now propose a
novel extension to the HSM mechanisms that allows
for the use of the time-space threshold and its
benefits, yet reduces the number of update packets in
comparison to dead reckoning.
IV STRATEGY SHIFTING
In Section 3, it was highlighted how the increase in
update generation caused by the use of the time-
space threshold was related to the manner in which
the low fidelity model was updated.
To remedy this issue, it is proposed here that
when a network update is generated, the strategy
model is shifted to the position where the update
occurred - see Figure 7. The shifted model is parallel
to the originating strategy model.
This approach has three main benefits. (1) The
initial spatial inconsistency introduced when the low
fidelity model position is set to a position on the
strategy model is removed; (2) The shifted strategy
can accommodate those high fidelity models that run
parallel to the strategy model; (3) The time-space
threshold can be employed, without the need for the
constant generation of in-line network updates.
- High Fidelity Model
Strategy Model/
.Low Fidelity Model
0 In-line update
The strategy model is shifted
towards the position where
the update occurred
Figure 7. Shifting the strategy model to the position where
the update occurs reduces the frequency of inline updates
In the next section, this new implementation of
the HSM is verified via simulation and comparison
with the Dead Reckoning approach. An analysis of
the results is also presented.
V RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The Torque experimental test platform was extended
to include the strategy shifting mechanism with the
Hybrid Strategy Model. The user data discussed in
Section 2 was again employed to allow a "bot" entity
to navigate the test environment, while employing
the new HSM approach. The threshold value was
varied as required. As only one model exists at any
one time, there is no need to specify a distance
between models, or the number of models required.
If the entity moved to a distance of 30 Torque game
units from the original strategy model, dead
reckoning was employed. However, due to the nature
of the course, all participants stayed within the
bounds of the environment track, and dead reckoning
was not utilised during the simulations.
Figure 8 shows the total number of simulated
packets for all simulations. As before, combined
time-space/spatial error thresholds of 5, 10 and 15
were employed.
3000
Dead Reckoning
Hybrd Strategy Model
2500
) 2000
C-_
1500
1000
500- 0
5 10 15
Error Threshold
Figure 8. Comparison of Dead Reckoning and the Hybrid
Strategy Model when shifted strategy models are employed
As is expected, the required number of network
packets decreases as the threshold increases for both
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the HSM and dead reckoning. The situation is
reversed in comparison to the data presented in
Figure 5. HSM now performs better than dead
reckoning overall, while still incorporating the
benefits of the time-space threshold.
These benefits are further demonstrated in Figure
9. Here, a magnified section of the low and high
fidelity model from a single user trial is presented,
along with an original strategy model, and the shifted
strategy model. A combined spatial/time-space
threshold of 10 was employed. When the first update
occurs, the strategy model is shifted to a position on
the high fidelity model. The low fidelity model
follows this new path.
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Figure 9. Magnified section of a simulation using the
combined spatial/time-space threshold and strategy shifting.
Subsequently, the high fidelity model remains
parallel to the low fidelity model, introducing a
constant spatial inconsistency over time. As the
combined is being employed, this situation is quickly
detected. A further update is transmitted. The
strategy model is again shifted to the high fidelity
model. We can then see that the low fidelity model
matches the high fidelity model closely, without any
need for further updates in the short term.
VI CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, our work with the time-space threshold
was extended to include the Hybrid Strategy Model
(HSM). It was demonstrated that the use of a spatial
threshold with the HSM results in poor local absolute
consistency, similar to that of dead reckoning.
To remedy this, a combined spatial/time-space
metric was incorporated as a threshold in HSM.
Although this placed a bound on local absolute
inconsistency, the number of update packets was
found to increase significantly. The HSM then
performed worse than dead reckoning. This increase
is caused by the generation of extra "in-line"
updates, or updates within the bounds of a strategy
model itself.
A novel extension to the HSM was then proposed
to combat this issue. By shifting the strategy model
to the position where the update occurred, the
frequency of inline updates was reduced, but still
allowed for the benefits provided from the use of the
time-space threshold. This new approach performed
better than dead reckoning.
Future work will examine methods of comparing
spatial and time-space thresholds, by relating them
from a pyschoperceptual perspective.
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